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 In this article the structural synthesis method of a class of the parallel mechanisms 

providing plane-parallel displacement, e.g. linear motion in plane and turns relating axis 
of perpendicular to this plane, of a mobile platform is considered. The considered 

method is based on application of the screw theory and the concept of virtual chains. 

Functioning of the parallel kinematic chain doesn’t changes if the connection to the base 
and moving platform using the virtual chain. Any of its legs and virtual chain will form a 

3 degree of freedom single loop kinematic chain. If the order of the leg wench system is 

greater than 0, the single loop kinematic chain constructed must be an over constrained 
kinematic chain. The structures of all parallel mechanisms containing three legs are 

received. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 Consider the class of parallel mechanisms with a mobile platform which makes a plane-parallel moving, e.g. 

linear motion in plane and turns relating axis of perpendicular to this plane. 

 In any general configuration, the wrench system [1, 2] of the parallel kinematic chain (PKC) correspond this 

mechanism consists of all wrenches with an infinite parameter ζ∞ which are located in the plane of motion and all 

wrenches with zero parameter ζ0; that perpendicular to this plane that is 2–ζ∞–1–ζ0–system. This parallel kinematic 

chain can be put under the virtual serial chain which later will denote as— E, and kinematic chain— E= PKC 

(fig. 1) [3]. On figure the virtual chain represent as three rotation kinematic pairs with parallel axis, locate in one 

plane. 

 Functioning of the parallel kinematic chain doesn’t changes if the connection to the base and moving platform 

using the virtual chain E. Any of its legs and virtual chain E will form a 3 degree of freedom single loop kinematic 

chain. If the order of the leg wench system is greater than 0, the single loop kinematic chain constructed must be 

an over constrained kinematic chain. [4, 5] 

 From these considerations, we can make a structural synthesis of parallel mechanisms class. 

 

Main part:  

 As the wrench system of a parallel kinematic chain is the linear combination of those of all its legs in a 

general configuration, any leg-wrench system in a E = PKC is a sub-system of its wrench system. It then follows 

that any leg-wrench system of a E = PKC is either a 1–ζ0– system, a 1–ζ∞– system, a 2–ζ∞– system, a 1–ζ∞–1–ζ0– 

system, or a 2–ζ∞–1–ζ0– system (fig. 2).  

 The combinations of the leg-wrench subsystems of leg-wrench systems have been determined by solving 

equation [6]. 

6i

m

c F   
 

where m  — leg-wrench system quantity which equals number of leg, in real event 2 4m  , 
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ic  — order of leg-wrench subsystem, 0 ic c  , 

c  — order of leg-wrench system, in real event 3c  , 

F  — number of degree of freedom of parallel kinematic chain, 3F  , 

  — number of over constraints. 
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Fig. 1: Wrench system of E virtual chain. 

(1) — basement; (2) — moving platform 
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Fig. 2: Subsystems of the 2–ζ∞–1–ζ0–system. 

(a) 2–ζ∞–1–ζ0–system; (b) 1–ζ∞–1–ζ0–system; (c) 2–ζ∞–system;  

(d) 1–ζ∞–system; (e) 1–ζ0–system. 

 

 All solutions of this equation for the case of three legs are presented in Table I. 

 Number of joints in single-loop kinematic chain f can be defined by the equation 

f = F + 6 – c. 

 In the further will consider kinematic chain which consist only from revolute (R) and prismatic (P) joints to 

ease the task. 

 From the synthesized legs, we must to discard the supports in which the twists of all joints linearly dependent 

except that which included in the virtual chain. For that need and enough compliance of the next terms [7]: 

– There are no coaxial revolute joints, 

– There are no prismatic joints along the same direction, 

– The direction of at most one prismatic joint is parallel to the axis of an revolute joints, 

– At most three revolute joints have parallel axes, 

– The axes of at most three revolute joints pass through the same point, 
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– The directions of at most two prismatic joints are parallel to the same plane, 

– The sum of the number of revolute joints with parallel axes and the number of prismatic joints is not greater than 

four, and 

– If the directions of nP prismatic joints are perpendicular to the axes of nR revolute joints with parallel axes, then 

nP + nR ≤ 3. 

 
Table 1: Combinations of leg-wrench systems for 3-legged E= PKC. 
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6 3 – – – – – 2 1 – – – 2 – 

5 2 1 – – – –  – 2 – – 1 – 

 2 – 1 – – –  – 1 1 1 – – 

4 2 – – 1 – –  – 1 1 – 1 – 

 2 – – – 1 –  – – 2 1 – – 

 1 2 – – – – 1 1 – – 1 – 1 

 1 1 1 – – –  1 – – – 1 1 

 1 – 2 – – –  – 2 – – – 1 

3 2 – – – – 1  – 1 1 – – 1 

 1 1 – 1 – –  – – 2 – – 1 

 1 1 – – 1 –  1 – – 2 – – 

 1 – 1 1 – –  1 – – 1 1 – 

 1 – 1 – 1 –  1 – – – 2 – 

 – 2 1 – – – 0 1 – – – – 2 

 – 1 2 – – –  – 1 – 1 – 1 

2 1 1 – – – 1  – 1 – – 1 1 

 1 – 1 – – 1  – – 1 1 – 1 

 1 – – 2 – –  – – – 1 2 – 

 1 – – 1 1 –  – – – 2 1 – 

 

 For the description of types of kinematic chains we will enter the following designations: 

R — Revolute joint; 

P — Prismatic joint; 

X — Prismatic or revolute joint; 

X — Actuated joint; 

R̃ — Revolute joint coaxial to the any other joint of kinematic chain; 

( )|| — Successive joints within a leg that are arranged such that all the links move along parallel planes; 

( )S — Successive joints that are arranged such that all the links move along concurrent spherical surfaces. 

 In the following drawings E virtual chain E is led round by a dashed line. 

 In that case number of joints equal 6. It kinematic chain consists from six revolute and/or prismatic joints. The 

axes of the all revolute joints are parallel to the ζ0 axes and directions of the all prismatic joints are parallel to the 

plane which perpendicular ζ0. 

 After the linear independent check of the screws to remain a three kinematic chain (RRRE)||, (PRRE)||, 

(PPRE)|| (fig. 3) [8]. 

a b

c

 
Fig. 3: Some 3-DOF single-loop KCs involving an E virtual chain and having a 2–ζ∞–1–ζ0–system 

(a) (RRRE)||; (b) (PRRE)||; (c) (PPRE)||. 
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 In that case number of joints equal 7. It is formed by reduction of one coaxial revolute joint into one 

kinematic chain which makes a parallel-plane moving. It is the same chain like we analyzed early. From 

conditions of the linear independent follow that number of the coaxial revolute joints must be no more than two.  

 In the result we get a following kinematic chains: R̃(RRRE)||, R̃(PRRE)||, R̃(PPRE)|| (fig. 4). 

 In that case number of joints equal 7. That kinematic chain consist as minimum from one revolute joint and as 

minimum from one prismatic joint where all axes of revolute joints are parallel and directions of not all prismatic 

joints are perpendicular to the axes of revolute joints.  

 After the linear independent check of the screws remain a four kinematic chain: P(RRRE)||, P(PRRE)||, 

P(PPRE)|| (fig. 5). 

a
b

c

 
Fig. 4: Some 3-DOF single-loop KCs involving an E virtual chain and having a 1–ζ∞–1–ζ0–system: 

(a) R̃(RRRE)||; (b) R̃(PRRE)||; (c) R̃(PPRE)||. 

 

c

ba

 
 

Fig. 5: Some 3-DOF single-loop KCs involving an E virtual chain and having a 2–ζ∞–system:  

(a) (PRRRE)||; (b) (PPRRE)||; (c) (PPPRE)||. 

 

 In that case number of joints equal 8. Get a kinematic chain which consist as minimum from one revolute 

joint and as minimum from one prismatic joint (where all axes of the revolute joints are parallel and directions of 

motion not all revolute joints are perpendicular to the axes of revolute joints) and from one or more revolute joints 

which have a consist axes. Get a follow kinematic chain: PPPPRE, PPPR(RE)||, PPR(RRE)||, PPR(RRRE)|| (fig. 6). 
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c

ba

 
Fig. 6: Some 3-DOF single-loop KCs involving an E virtual chain and having a 1–ζ∞–system: 

 (a) PPR(RRE)||; (b) PR(RRRE)||; (c) PPPR(RE)||. 

 

 In that case number of joints equal 8. In that case there is a two variants structure of the kinematic chain. 

 Firstly, the kinematic chain which consist from combination of the minimal from two revolute and/or 

prismatic joints (it has one revolute joint; and all joints moving in parallel plane) and from two or more revolute 

joints with crosscut axes. Get a follow kinematic chain: (RR)S(RRRE)||, (RRR)S(RRE)||, (RR)S(PRRE)|| (fig 7a), 

(RRR)S(PRE)||.  

 Secondly, kinematic chain which consist from union of two revolute joints at least and/or prismatic joints 

(contains at minimum one revolute joint in which all links are motion in parallel planes) and from two or more 

revolute joints whose axes coincide. Have only one kinematic chain: (RRRRRRP)||R̃ (fig. 7b) [9]. 

b
a

 
Fig. 7: Some 3-DOF single-loop KCs involving an E virtual chain and having a 1–ζ∞–system:  

(a) (RR)S(PRRE)||; (b) R̃(RRRRRRP)||. 

 

 The types of legs can be readily obtained from the 3-DOF single-loop kinematic chains obtained above, by 

removing the E virtual chain. The results are in Table II. 

 E = PKCs can be generated by assembling a set of legs for E = PKCs shown in Table II selected according to 

the combinations of the leg-wrench systems shown in Table I. In assembling E = PKCs, the following condition 

should be met: the linear combination of the leg-wrench systems forms a 2–ζ∞–1–ζ0–system. 

 Let’s consider for example E = PRC of family 3 (Table I). E = PKC of this family consist of two legs with 1–

ζ∞–1–ζ0–system and one leg with 2–ζ∞-system. By selecting from Table II for example two legs of type (XXX)||R̃ 

with 1–ζ∞–1–ζ0–system and one leg of type (XXXX)|| with 2–ζ∞-system, we have 2–(XXX)||R̃–(XXXX)||  E = PKC 

(see fig. 8).  

 As we can see from table I, from all possible combinations of wrench groups of legs, only one, consisting of 

three 2–ζ∞–1–ζ0, is a combination in which all groups of power screws have identical structure. In table II there is 
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only one connecting kinematic chain with 2–ζ∞–1–ζ0–system: (XXX)|| [10]. Respectively, there is only one 

E=PKCs family, all connecting which kinematic chains have identical structure — 3-(XXX)|| (see fig. 9). 

 
Table 2: Legs for E= PKCs. 

ci Class No. Structure 

3 2–ζ∞–1–ζ0 1 (XXX)E 

2 1–ζ∞–1–ζ0 2 R̃(XXX)E 

  3 (XXX)ER̃ 

 2–ζ∞ 4 (XXXX)E 

1 1–ζ0 5 (RR)S(RRR)E 

  6 (RRR)S(RR)E 

  7 (RR)S(PRR)E 

  8 (RRR)S(PR)E 

  9 (RRRRRRP)ER̃ 

 1–ζ∞ 10 PPPPR 

  11 PPPR(R)E 

  12 PPR(RR)E 

  13 PPR(RRR)E 

 

a

 

b

 
 

Fig. 8: Some Е=PKC of type 2-R̃(XXX)||-(XXXX)||: 

(a) 2–(RRR)||R̃–(RRRR)||; (b) 2–(PRR)||R̃–(RRRR)||. 

 

a

 

b

 
 

Fig. 9: Some Е=PKC of type 3-(XXX)||: 

(a) 3–(RRR)||; (b) 3–(PRR)|||. 

 

 Selection of actuated joints consists from found utmost combination of actuated joints that from it which not 

performs follow terms: 

– actuated joints must be standing on all the legs as evenly as possible, 

– actuated joints on the base or as close as possible for it, and 

– no unactuated active prismatic joint should exist/ 

 We can make a follow term of selection of actuated joints: for an F-DOF parallel mechanism a set of F 

actuated joints is valid if and only if, in a general configuration, all the actuation wrenches of the F actuated joints 

together with a set of basis wrenches of the wrench system of the parallel kinematic chain constitute a 6-system 

[11]. 

 In particular, for this terms satisfy a mechanism which shown on Fig. 10 and 11, actuated kinematic joints 

identified of the arrows.  

 Thus, in the result of the method which based on screw theory and virtual chain conception we obtained a big 

parallel mechanism group which provides a plane-parallel motion of the output platform.  
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a

 

b

 
 

Fig. 10: Some Е= parallel mechanisms of type 2-R̃(XXX)||-(XXXX)||: 

(a) 2–(RRR)||R̃–(RRRR)||; (b) 2–(PRR)||R̃–(RRRR)||. 

 

a

 

b

 
 

Fig. 11: Some Е=parallel mechanisms of type 3-(XXX)||: 

(a) 3–(RRR)||; (b) 3–(PRR)|||. 
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